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pooling operations in convolutional autoencoders
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Abstract

Convolutional autoencoders (CAEs) are unsupervised feature extractors for high-resolution images. In the pre-
processing step, whitening transformation has widely been adopted to remove redundancy by making adjacent
pixels less correlated. Pooling is a biologically inspired operation to reduce the resolution of feature maps and
achieve spatial invariance in convolutional neural networks. Conventionally, pooling methods are mainly determined
empirically in most previous work. Therefore, our main purpose is to study the relationship between whitening
processing and pooling operations in convolutional autoencoders for image classification. We propose an adaptive
pooling approach based on the concepts of information entropy to test the effect of whitening on pooling in different
conditions. Experimental results on benchmark datasets indicate that the performance of pooling strategies is
associated with the distribution of feature activations, which can be affected by whitening processing. This
provides guidance for the selection of pooling methods in convolutional autoencoders and other convolutional neural
networks.

Keywords: Convolutional neural network; Sparse autoencoder; Image classification; Computer vision; Unsupervised
learning; Deep learning
1 Introduction
Unsupervised learning has been successfully used for
feature extraction in many scientific and industrial appli-
cations such as pattern recognition and computer vision
[1]. It is adopted to extract generally useful features from
unlabelled data. Thus redundant inputs can be removed,
and only essential aspects of the data are preserved [2].
As an unsupervised learning algorithm, an autoencoder
is a neural network which can discover useful structures
of the input data. It is trained in a way that sets the tar-
get values to be equal to the inputs [3]. However, it is
impossible to learn features on entire images when the
size of images becomes large because of computational
expense. Then, we can take advantage of convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) [4] to exploit local connectivity
without training the network on full images [5]. CNNs
are a special kind of multi-layer neural networks that
have been successfully applied to computer vision.
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In this context, convolutional autoencoders are pro-
posed as unsupervised feature extractors to learn fea-
tures and discover good CNN initializations from
high-resolution images [2]. They have been adopted in
semi-supervised scenarios where the label information
is limited or weak, such as video recognition or pedestrian
detection [6,7]. In convolutional networks, pooling layers
are indispensable parts which combine the outputs of
neuron clusters. This operation can reduce the resolution
of feature maps to achieve spatial invariance [8-10]. In
previous work, several pooling methods have been already
proposed. However, the selection of pooling approaches in
convolutional networks is mainly dependent upon experi-
ence. In our experiments, we found that the performance
of a convolutional autoencoder with different pooling
strategies varies with pre-processing techniques. Inspired
by this, we evaluated the performance of pooling opera-
tions in different conditions and explored the underlying
factors affecting the performance of pooling operations.
Since adjacent pixels are highly correlated, the raw input

is redundant if we are training on images [11]. Whitening
transformation then intends to improve the performance
by making the input less redundant [12]. In convolutional
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autoencoders, whitening transformation is applied to
image patches sampled randomly from the dataset. And
the same pre-processing step should also be performed
on convolved patches to get correct activations. So the
distribution of feature activations is changed by this
transformation, and the performance of pooling operations
is affected indirectly.
The aim of our work is therefore to explore the relation-

ship between pooling operations and whitening process-
ing. Taking image classification for example, we applied
sparse autoencoders to benchmark datasets like STL [12]
and CIFAR [13] using only single-layer networks. And we
tested the classification accuracy of convolutional autoen-
coders using different pooling approaches both with and
without whitening transformation. To further confirm this
correlation, we presented a pooling approach which can
automatically adjust the algorithm according to the en-
tropy of image features. Our main contribution is that we
find a correlation existing between the two operations. For
instance, average pooling outperforms max pooling when
whitening transformation is applied in certain circum-
stances. This overturns the traditional view that max pool-
ing is always superior compared to average pooling.
In the following section, we will start by reviewing re-

lated work and then move on to describe the architecture
of convolutional autoencoders in ‘Overall architecture’
section. We will interpret whitening transformation and
pooling operations respectively in ‘Whitening transform-
ation and convolutional autoencoder’ and ‘Pooling oper-
ation’ section. We then present experimental results and
analysis on various datasets in ‘Experiments’ section. In
the last section, we will draw conclusions and discuss
future work.

2 Related work
A lot of schemes for feature extraction have been proposed
since the introduction of unsupervised pre-training [14].
Feature learning algorithms such as sparse autoencoders
[15,16] have been frequently considered in the existing
literature. In the pre-processing step, several techniques
have been adopted to achieve robust invariant features
from unlabeled input data. For example, denoising
autoencoders [17] are trained with corrupted or noisy
versions of training samples to learn anti-noise features.
And local transformations such as translation, rotation,
and scaling in images have been applied to the feature
learning algorithms in order to obtain transformation-
invariant representations [18].
Whitening transformation is also an important pre-

processing step adopted in deep learning algorithms to
learn good features by decorrelating the input. To our
knowledge, there have not been any attempts to study
the relationship between whitening transformation and
pooling operation in convolutional neural networks,
especially in convolutional autoencoders. However, some
researchers have focused on the impact of whitening and
pooling separately in feature learning systems.
For example, Coates et al. [12] have studied the effect

of whitening on single-layer networks in unsupervised
feature learning. They applied several feature learning
algorithms to benchmark datasets using only single-layer
networks and presented the performance for all algorithms
both with and without whitening. The results suggest that
whitening operation might improve the performance of the
networks.
Jarrett et al. [19] have studied the impact of changes to

the pooling approaches frequently adopted between
layers of features. Scherer et al. [10] have evaluated the
pooling operations in convolutional architectures by dir-
ectly comparing them on a fixed architecture for various
object recognition tasks. Zeiler et al. [20] have proposed
a stochastic pooling algorithm which randomly picks the
activation within the pooling region based on a multi-
nomial distribution. The results of these studies show
that a max pooling operation is superior for capturing
invariant features in most cases. However, Boureau et al.
[21,22] have considered the impact of different types of
pooling both in theory and in practice. They gave exten-
sive comparisons for object recognition tasks based on
the theoretical analysis of max pooling and average pool-
ing. Their analysis leads to a prediction that max pooling
is most suitable for the separation of sparse features. In
other words, whether max pooling may perform better
depends on the data and features.
Coincidentally, whitening transformation can affect

the distribution of image features by making image
patches less correlated with each other. Inspired by work
in [21,22], we therefore conducted trials to determine
whether whitening operations affect the performance of
pooling.
3 Overall architecture
Instead of training networks on full images, we can use
convolutional networks to reduce the computational
cost of learning features from large-size images with
autoencoders. First, small-size image patches are sampled
randomly from the training set and trained with autoenco-
ders. Then, the learned features should be convolved with
larger images and different feature activations at each
location can be obtained [11].
The concrete architecture of a single-layer convolutional

autoencoder for gray-scale image classification is depicted
in Figure 1. For color images with three color channels
(RGB), the intensities from all the color channels can be
combined into one long vector in the training process.
And each image can be convolved in every image channel
separately to improve efficiency in the convolutional layer.
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Figure 1 Architecture of a convolutional autoencoder for image classification.
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Figure 2 gives the flowchart of the proposed method
to evaluate the effect of whitening transformation on
pooling operations. We apply whitening transformation
with different parameters to image patches in the pre-
processing step and explore its impact on the perform-
ance of the image classification system with different
pooling approaches.

4 Whitening transformation and convolutional
autoencoder
4.1 Whitening transformation
As an important pre-processing step to remove redun-
dancy, whitening transformation is applied to image
patches before training sparse autoencoders and the
same transformation is performed on every image region
to be convolved in convolutional autoencoders. The goal
of whitening is to make features less correlated with
each other and having identity covariance matrix [11]. In
practice, whitening transformation is usually combined
with principal component analysis (PCA) or zero-phase
whitening filters (ZCA) [23]. In this paper, we adopt the
ZCA whitening because it has been widely used in pre-
vious works.
In ZCA whitening, processing is required to ensure

that the data has zero-mean before computing the co-
variance matrix. Then, normalized image patches xi are
stored as column vectors and the covariance matrix is
computed as follows:
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Figure 2 Flowchart of the proposed method to evaluate the effect of whi
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where m is the number of the image patches sampled
from the dataset. Then, we can compute the eigenvectors
u1, u2,…, un and corresponding eigenvalues λ1, λ2,…, λn of
the covariance matrix. And the ZCA whitening is defined
as:
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where U is the matrix [u1, u2,…, un] and ε is a small con-
stant added to the eigenvalues λi. With the regularization
term ε, the data will not blow up or produce instability
when an eigenvalue is close to 0. It also has an effect of
low-pass filtering the input image [11]. The regularization
term ε is rather important, and its value should not be set
too low or too high. Results of whitening transformation
with different values of ε will be demonstrated in ‘Experi-
ments’ section.
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Figure 3 The effect of ZCA whitening on image patches.
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This transformation therefore decorrelates the image
patches and has an impact on the data distribution.
Figure 3 illustrates the effect of ZCA whitening on
patches sampled from natural images. Image patches
have the same variance, and edges in these patches are en-
hanced after whitening. However, the input is no longer
constrained to [0, 1] if whitening transformation is used.
In a sparse autoencoder, the problem can be solved with a
linear decoder which makes an adjustment to the activa-
tion function of the output layer.
4.2 Sparse autoencoder
As a typical unsupervised learning algorithm, an autoen-
coder is a neural network with a symmetrical structure to
discover representative information from unlabeled train-
ing examples by reconstructing the input values. Given an
input vector x(n) ∈ RD where D is the size of the input, an
autoencoder applies backpropagation to set the output
value y(n) = x(n). The outputs of a neural network can be
formally described as:
Figure 4 The process of pooling operations.
y nð Þ ¼ σ WTσ Wx nð Þ þ b
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where σ is the activation function like sigmoid function, W
is the encoding weight matrix connecting the input layer
and the hidden layer, WT is the decoding weight matrix, b
is the encoding bias, and c is the decoding bias.
Considering the sparsity constraint together, the ob-

jective function of a sparse autoencoder is expressed as
follows [24]:
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where λ is the weight decay parameter, M is the
number of training data, and S is the sparse penalty
function imposing sparsity constraints on the neural
network. Thus, feature extractors W are obtained by
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minimizing the objective function with backpropaga-
tion algorithms.
As described in ‘Whitening transformation’ section,

the input is out of the range [0, 1] when whitening
processing is applied to image patches. Therefore, con-
ventional activation functions which map output
values to the range [0, 1] are no longer suitable for the
output layer of an autoencoder. Here, we use a linear
decoder with the activation function σ(x) = x in the
output layer. Additionally taking into account the
whitening transformation, we modify the objective
function as follows:
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And the learning rule for WT and c in the backpropa-
gation algorithm is especially given as follows:
unwhitened

whitened ( ε=0.1 )

Figure 5 The first 100 image patches with and without whitening.
ΔWT ¼ y nð Þ−x nð Þ
� �

⋅ σ WWZCAwhitex
nð Þ þ b
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Δc ¼ y nð Þ−x nð Þ ð7Þ

4.3 Convolution
Features learned over small image patches should be
convolved with larger images in order to get feature acti-
vations at each location of whole images. To obtain cor-
rect feature activations with feature extractors learned
from whitened image patches, we should normalize each
image patch in each image to zero mean and multiply
each normalized image patch xi by WZCAwhite for each
activation:

ai ¼ σ WWZCAwhitexi þ bð Þ ð8Þ
where W denotes the feature learned by a sparse
autoencoder.
Therefore, image features (i.e., W) learned by sparse

autoencoders are affected in case whitening transform-
ation is applied to image patches. And the distribution of
feature maps after convolution is naturally different from
that without whitening processing. For the reason that the
whitened ( ε=1 )

whitened ( ε=0.01 )
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performance of different pooling approaches varies with
the distribution of feature maps, we can say pooling opera-
tions are influenced by whitening transformation.
For color images, we simultaneously perform 2D convo-

lution [11] in each color channel to improve efficiency.
Furthermore, we implement whitening by multiplying the
feature extractor W by WZCAwhite before convolution to
avoid repeating ‘whitening operation’ on each patch in the
convolution process. The algorithm for image feature acti-
vation acquisition with 2D convolution in convolutional
autoencoders is summarized as follows.
Algorithm 1: Given mean patch matrix mp, ZCA whit-

ening matrix WZCAwhite, feature extractor W, b and a
large image I with color channel R, G, and B, perform
the following steps.

(1) Compute the feature matrix Ŵ =W ×WZCAwhite and
the bias unit b̂ ¼ b−W �WZCAwhite �mp ;

(2) DivideŴ and each image I into three color channels to
obtain feature matrices and image matrices:ŴR,ŴG,
ŴB, IR, IG, and IB in each color channel, respectively;

(3) For each feature number in each color channel, flip
the feature matrix and perform 2D convolution of
image matrix with flipped feature matrix. Add up
the convolution results in R, G, and B channel;
unwhitened

whitened ( ε=0.1 )

Figure 6 Features learned by autoencoders with and without whitening.
(4) For the convolution results of each feature number,
add the bias unit b̂ and apply the sigmoid function
to get the hidden activation.

5 Pooling operation
Pooling operation can reduce the resolution of feature
maps and achieve spatial invariance by combining the out-
puts of neuron clusters in convolutional networks
[4,25,26]. In this layer, each output feature map combines
the input from a k × k patch of units in the previous layer.
The pooling region can vary in size and be overlapping
[10]. The process is depicted in Figure 4 in details.
The essence of pooling operations is to find a function

that aggregates the information within a small local re-
gion Rj to generate a pooled feature sj. This operation
can be expressed as follows:

sj ¼ pool aið Þ∀i∈Rj ð9Þ

where Rj is pooling region j of size k × k in a feature map
and i is the index of each element [20]. Although several
novel pooling algorithms such as stochastic pooling [20]
have been proposed, average pooling and max pooling are
still the most commonly used approaches. These two
whitened ( ε=1 )

whitened ( ε=0.01 )



Table 1 Classification results on reduced STL-10 dataset
without overlapping pooling

Pooling
size

Pooling
type

Unwhitened Whitened
(ε = 1)

Whitened
(ε = 0.1)

Whitened
(ε = 0.01)

19 × 19 Avg 75.44% 74.53% 81.31% 80.00%

Max 77.75% 74.97% 79.84% 77.50%

Ada 76.66% 75.94% 80.50% 80.78%

5 × 5 Avg 72.53% 73.53% 78.38% 75.97%

Max 75.34% 74.25% 77.56% 74.56%

Ada 73.06% 73.59% 77.87% 75.81%
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conventional choices for pool() can be depicted in
Equations 4 and 5, respectively:

sj ¼ 1
n

X
i∈Rj

ai ¼ 1
k � k

X
i∈Rj

ai ð10Þ

sj ¼ max
i∈Rj

ai ð11Þ

where n denotes the number of features in a pooling
region.
It has been shown that pooling operations can influence

the performance of convolutional networks. For example,
Scherer et al. have given the conclusion that a max pool-
ing operation is superior for learning feature from image-
like data [10]. However, this is not always true in our ex-
periments with convolutional autoencoders. In [22], Bour-
eau et al. have proved that max pooling performs better
when the features in Rj are very sparse (i.e., have a very
low probability of being active). In other words, whether
max pooling is superior to average pooling depends on the
distribution of convolved features.
Here, we proposed a method to evaluate the sparsity

degree of the convolved features using entropy theory
[27]. Concretely, we can first normalize the activations
within a pooling region as follows:
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Figure 7 Classification results on reduced STL-10 dataset without overlapp
pi ¼
aiX

i∈Rj

ai
ð12Þ

Thus, each normalized activation pi is constrained to
[0, 1] and the sum of them equals to 1. And we can take
these activations as the probabilities of an information
source. Then, the sparsity degree is defined as:

α ¼ 1−
H pð Þ
log2n

¼ 1−

−
Xn
i¼1

pi log2pi

log2n
ð13Þ

where H(p) is the entropy of the normalized activations
in a pooling region.
For a given n, H(p) reaches its maximum and equals

log2n when all the pi are equal in the most uncertain
situation. Oppositely, H(p) equals zero when all the pi
but one are zero. In this case we are certain of the out-
come [27]. Thus, H(p) is rather small and α is close to 1
when the features are very sparse. H(p) gets close to
log2n, and α will approach zero in the opposite situation.
In other words, α varies from 0 to 1 according to the
sparsity degree of the features in a pooling region.
Therefore, we can choose α as a reasonable measure of
the feature sparsity degree in a pooling region. And we
can use it as a reference value when we are selecting
pooling methods. For example, max pooling should be
taken in to account if α is rather large.
In order to validate the above theory, we propose an

adaptive pooling scheme which combines max pooling
and average pooling using the sparsity degree α:

sj ¼ α max
i∈Rj

ai þ 1‐αð Þ 1
n

X
i∈Rj

ai ð14Þ

In this manner, the pooling layer can automatically
switch between max pooling and average pooling. In
theory, the adaptive method should be well suited to the
separation of features in all circumstances. And this
x  Ada

ing pooling.



Table 2 Classification results on reduced STL-10 dataset
with overlapping pooling

Pooling size Pooling stride Pooling type Unwhitened Whitened
(ε = 0.1)

19 × 19 10 Avg 75.80% 81.34%

Max 78.12% 80.22%

Ada 77.34% 81.06%

5 Avg 76.06% 81.78%

Max 78.56% 80.50%

Ada 77.84% 81.25%
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algorithm will be applied to convolutional autoencoders
both with and without whitening processing in the next
section.

6 Experiments
We mainly tested our conjectures by running thorough
experiments on the STL-10 dataset, which provides a
large set of unlabeled examples for unsupervised feature
learning [12]. Additionally, we conducted experiments
on the CIFAR-10 [13] dataset to evaluate the perform-
ance of convolutional autoencoders with various pooling
approaches. Since our main purpose is to test the effect
of whitening transformation in different conditions, we
selected to use convolutional autoencoders with only
one hidden layer in order to avoid interference from
other factors.

6.1 STL-10 dataset
We used a sparse autoencoder with 400 hidden units to
learn features on a set of 100,000 small 8 × 8 patches
sampled from the STL-10 dataset. We first trained the
autoencoder without whitening processing. Then, we
whitened the image patches with a regularization term ε
= 1, 0.1, 0.01 respectively and repeated the training sev-
eral times. All the autoencoders were trained using the
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Figure 8 Classification results on reduced STL-10 dataset with overlapping
sparsity parameter ρ = 0.03, sparsity weight β = 5, and the
weight decay parameter λ = 0.003. In Figure 5, we select
the first 100 image patches to demonstrate the effect of
whitening processing in different conditions. And Figure 6
shows the corresponding features learned from the image
patches.
It is obvious from Figures 5 and 6 that whitening

transformation does affect image patches and corre-
sponding features learned by sparse autoencoders. For
example, more edge features can be learned when whit-
ening processing is adopted. In addition, the value of ε
also has an effect on the image patches and learned fea-
tures when whitening pre-processing is used. As shown
in Figure 6, the learned features look rather noisy if the
value of ε is set to 0.01 and the data will be blurred if ε
is set to 1. The best value of ε is 0.1 in our experiments.
Having learned features from image patches, we con-

structed convolutional neural networks for image classi-
fication on the reduced STL-10 dataset which consists of
64 × 64 images from four classes (airplane, car, cat, and
dog). We selected to use the reduced STL-10 dataset for
simplicity because we are chiefly concerned with the re-
lationship between whitening and pooling. Therefore,
experiments were made in an attempt to evaluate the
performance of each pooling approach both with and
without whitening transformation. In each case, we
tested the performance for both 19 × 19 and 5 × 5 pooling
sizes. Classification accuracy under each condition is pre-
sented in Table 1 and Figure 7, where Avg denotes average
pooling, Max denotes max pooling, and Ada denotes the
adaptive pooling algorithm proposed in ‘Pooling oper-
ation’ section.
As shown in Table 1 and Figure 7, whitening with a

proper regularization term (e.g., 0.1) can greatly improve
the classification accuracy no matter what method is
adopted in the pooling layer. However, things will
change when the value of ε is either too low or too high.
) Unwhitened(5) Whitened(5)

 Max  Ada

pooling.



Table 3 Classification results on CIFAR-10 dataset

Pooling size Pooling type Unwhitened Whitened (ε = 0.1)

8 × 8 Avg 59.84% 64.81%

Max 60.55% 63.62%

Ada 60.67% 65.48%

Sto 61.06% 64.44%

5 × 5 Avg 57.34% 64.38%

Max 59.56% 63.06%

Ada 58.66% 63.59%

Sto 58.60% 63.25%
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If the value of ε is 1 and the pooling region size is 19 ×
19, the classification accuracy even drops slightly com-
pared to that without whitening. This is consistent with
the results in Figure 6 that features learned by autoenco-
ders become blurred and edge information is lost when
ε is set to 1.
Moreover, we can observe that max pooling performs

better than average pooling when whitening transform-
ation is not applied to image patches. On the contrary,
average pooling outperforms max pooling when whiten-
ing is adopted with a proper value of ε. The reason is
that whitening transformation changes the distribution
of image patches and learned features. And the image
features after convolution become less sparse (i.e., have
higher probability of being active) when whitening pre-
processing is used. In this case, average pooling is more
likely to perform better than max pooling.
And it should be noted that the proposed adaptive

pooling shows strong adaptability with stable perform-
ance in all circumstances no matter whether whitening
operation is adopted. Its performance is not the worst in
all cases. In some cases (e.g., ε = 1 and ε = 0.01), it even
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Figure 9 Classification results on CIFAR-10 dataset.
performs better than both max pooling and average
pooling. Since we make adjustments according to the
sparsity degree of feature maps in the adaptive pooling
algorithm, the experimental results further confirm that
whether a pooling method is suitable depends on the
sparsity degree of features activations. Considering other
techniques like whitening pre-processing can affect the
distribution of features activations, we can draw the in-
ference that whitening transformation indirectly influ-
ences the selection of pooling methods. This gives us a
revelation that we should pay attention to the relation-
ship between these tricks adopted in feature learning
systems and not just put them together.
We also conducted experiments to determine whether

the above results would hold up when overlapping pool-
ing is adopted. We tested the performance of three pool-
ing methods with a pooling size of 19 × 19 and pooling
strides of 5 and 10. We set the value of ε to 0.1 in whit-
ening processing as it has been shown to be a proper
value in above experiments. Classification results are
given in Table 2 and Figure 8. The results are consistent
with the above experiments.
6.2 CIFAR-10 dataset
To further validate the relationship between whitening
transformation and pooling operation, we repeated the
above experiments on the CIFAR-10 dataset. It is a
widely used benchmark dataset that consists of 60,000
32 × 32 color images in ten classes. For whitening pro-
cessing, we only used a regularization term ε = 0.1 be-
cause it is the best value of ε in previous experiments.
And pooling region sizes of 8 × 8 and 5 × 5 were selected
in the pooling layer. Besides, we use all of the same pa-
rameters as for the STL-10 dataset. Additionally, we also
tested the performance of the novel stochastic pooling
) Unwhitened(5×5) Whitened(5×5)

ax Ada Sto
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Figure 10 The results of time consumption for pooling operation with 40 iterations in the training process.
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algorithm proposed in [20] which has been introduced
in the ‘Related work’ section and made a comparison
with conventional pooling methods and adaptive pooling
we proposed. Classification results are given in Table 3
and Figure 9, where Sto denotes stochastic pooling.
Since our main task is to explore the relationship be-

tween whitening and pooling, we have to avoid the poten-
tial influence of other factors. This will bring a slight
decline in the overall performance because we did not
adopt any other tricks. So the results show that we did not
achieve higher performance compared to prior work [12].
However, the results are in accord with the experiments
on the STL-10 dataset and provide further evidence for
the relationship between whitening and pooling. Max
pooling is perfectly suited for situations without whiten-
ing, and average pooling performs better when whitening
is applied to image patches.
In addition, the adaptability of the pooling method we

proposed is confirmed again for its good performance in
every condition. And the proposed method even outper-
forms stochastic pooling and conventional pooling in
whitened condition with pooling region size of 8 × 8. In
general, the stochastic pooling has characteristics of ran-
domness since the activation within the pooling region
is randomly picked. For instance, the performance of
stochastic pooling is the worst in whitened condition
with pooling region size of 5 × 5. However, the adaptive
pooling method shows robust performance because fea-
ture activation is picked in a less reckless approach.
In order to make a comprehensive comparison between

these pooling methods in convolutional autoencoders, we
further evaluated their time consumption on the CIFAR-
10 dataset in the training process. We adopted max pool-
ing, average pooling, stochastic pooling, and adaptive
pooling with pooling region sizes of 8 × 8 and 5 × 5 on a
system with a quad-core 3.30 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM.
The convolution and pooling were implemented ten
features at a time to avoid running out of memory, and
40 iterations were needed to obtain the 400 feature
maps. Figure 10 illustrates the results of time consump-
tion in the 40 iterations, in each of which ten feature
maps are pooled. It can be seen that the computational
complexity of adaptive pooling is somewhat higher than
that of average pooling and max pooling because extra
calculation is needed. However, it is still far lower than
that of stochastic pooling.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have focused on the effect of whitening
transformation on the recognition performance of pooling
operations in convolutional autoencoders. On the basis of
theoretical analysis, we proposed an adaptive pooling ap-
proach which can automatically switch between two con-
ventional pooling modes according to the sparsity degree
of convolved features. Extensive experiments conducted
on the benchmark datasets reveal that the performance of
pooling operations is associated with the distribution of
convolved features. On the other hand, whitening trans-
formation can just change the distribution of image fea-
tures. In this sense, we can say whitening transformation
has a certain impact on the performance of pooling oper-
ation. Experimental results also show that depending on
whether whitening processing is adopted, either max or
average pooling performs better. So considering the effect
of whitening and other factors on the distribution of image
features, we can determine an appropriate pooling ap-
proach on a theoretical basis.
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